Delay &
Quantum
Experts

About Us.

Damian James provide
dedicated expert
witness and dispute
resolution services
in construction and
engineering.

Our team of experienced experts have a track
record of proven support to clients and legal
teams around the world.
Allow us to bridge the gap between technical,
legal and financial expertise. We will help you
understand and navigate the complex world of
construction disputes. Our aim is to help you
minimise risk and resolve complex problems.
The team operate across South Africa, the UK
and United Arab Emirates. Damian James are
uniquely placed to support you and your clients
in the fields of dispute resolution, quantum
expertise and the analysis of delay.
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What we do.
Our experts are experienced across sectors, including
rail, energy, commercial and infrastructure.
We are familiar with formal legal
proceedings and alternative dispute
resolution (ADR). As a result, we
can support you through the
process of avoiding and managing
complex disputes.

DAMIAN JAMES

Our analytical expertise covers the following
core areas:
•
•
•

Commercial and contractual advice
and analysis.
Planning and scheduling.
Project management and technical issues.
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Clarity & Expertise.

Obtain a clearer understanding of your project risks and
opportunities. Ensure disputes are accurately resolved by
making the most of our expertise.
A collective of construction professionals,
often dual qualified in law, our experts
have worked on projects all over the world.
Construction contract expertise includes
most of the major standard forms.
You may need support in the preparation,
defence, or negotiation of claims. You may
be looking for objective expert advice on
delay and quantum matters.

DAMIAN JAMES

Whatever your specific need, the team at
Damian James can support you.
Our experienced expert witnesses are
available to assist with disputes arising
over quantum, delay, and technical issues.
The team also includes experienced
adjudicators, arbitrators, and mediators.
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The Team.
Damian James: Director
Damian is a leading expert in the area of quantum, delay,
disruption and cost evaluation. He has been appointed as
advocate in arbitrations and as expert in adjudications. He is
widely experienced in engineering and construction claims
and dispute resolution. Damian has particular expertise in the
preparation of detailed claims to recover client entitlements.
Damian is skilled in the complex discipline of delay analysis
and disruption valuation. He is able to disentangle global
claims to establish the relationship of particular cause and
effect. Damian is particularly adept in matters of dominancy
and concurrency.

damian@damian-james.com

Christiaan Bredenkamp: Director
Christiaan is an experienced and qualified contract, claims
& commercial consultant. He has extensive knowledge and
skills in quantum. Christiaan has a strong understanding
of construction contacts. He has worked with most major
forms including FIDIC, NEC, GCC, JCT & JBCC. Christiaan
has worked on international construction and engineering
projects and across many sectors.
He has extensive experience in engineering and construction
claims and dispute resolution. Christiaan’s main area of focus
is the preparation of detailed claims to recover clients or
contractor entitlement. He has prepared and presented claims
under numerous forms of contract and has drafted narratives
to help clients support their position.

christiaan@damian-james.com
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London
Johannesburg
Dubai
Email
damian@damian-james.com

Phone
+44 (0)20 7099 8799 (UK)
+27 82 438 9780 (ZA)
+971 4 0409 6765 (UAE)

